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31 doing so, the aim of the article is to highlight and examine the performative 32 agency of refugees. 33 Refugees form alliances with the theater in two main ways: firstly, by 34 lending their stories to the theater in the form of in-depth interviews, which 35 is then related in the form of verbatim theater by professional actors, and 36 secondly, by participating in the follow-up discussion session. Therefore, 37 they use the theater space as a platform to express their views, their sto38 ries of struggles, and their particular campaigns. Thus, the article considers 39 how these collaborative acts between theater and refugee activists actually 40 present their campaigns and experiences on stage. In doing so, the article 41 aims to demonstrate the refugees' and asylum seekers' performative resis42 tance against invisibility, isolation, and disconnectedness, which the German 43 state imposed upon them through a legal requirement, known as "Residen44 zpflicht," until January 2015. According to this law, asylum seekers in some 45 federal district-states in Germany were not permitted to leave the district in 46 which the Auslanderbeh¨ orde (immigration authorities office) at which they¨ 47 registered was located. Although this law was amended in January 2015, at 48 the time of my fieldwork this law was in effect. Furthermore, despite this 49 amendment, the refugees remain isolated since the obligation to reside in a 50 particular place continues to remain. 51 In many instances, the legal proceedings determining asylum cases can 52 take several years. Asylum seekers who failed to comply with "Residen53 zpflicht" simply by travelling to visit friends and relatives in towns outside 54 their jurisdictions were subject to heavy fines. Thus, many asylum seekers in 55 Germany experience alienation, since the asylum process could take several 56 years to complete. These forms of inequalities can be best understood when 57 forced migration and mobility is understood in terms of hidden inequalities 58 wherein the new global economic elites are able to cross borders at will 59 while the poor are meant to stay at home (Bauman, 1998) . This article aims 60 to demonstrate the ways in which the asylum seekers aim to contest these 61 forms of demonization within the realm of a theatrical space. 62 RELOCATING THE REFUGEE 63 This article demonstrates that refugees can be understood to resist the isola64 tion imposed on them by the state since they connect and collaborate with a 65 touring theater team within Germany. Although the theater travels to different 66 cities and towns, where refugees reside in their tightly controlled assigned 67 areas of jurisdiction in "Lagers" or "Heims" (residential camps), their will68 ingness to participate with the theater demonstrated their resilience as they 69 asserted their rights and used the theater as a platform to inform the German 70 society about their campaigns and initiatives. However, it is important to rec71 ognize that the theater is not the sole vehicle through which asylum seekers which is a challenge to the neat categories that bureaucracies seek to im113 pose (p. 2003, p. 4). In this regard, the asylum seekers who form part of 114 this study can be understood to have arrived to Germany from differing 115 nation-states because of a host of differing factors. 116 Sociological research on asylum seekers has additionally been con117 cerned with the growing "stigmatization" of asylum seekers and refugees. 118 and nonstatus immigrants have attained visibility in protests, other scholars 159 have attended to the idea of activism through the practices of hunger strikes, 160 self-mutilation, and lip-sewing (Puggoni, 2014; Tyler, 2003) . In this regard 161 the refugees' body comes to be understood as a site of politics. 162 There has also been much discussion of advocacy and solidarity efforts 163 and the ways in which these groups interact and affect the images of the 164 
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278 verbatim-theater or "ethno-drama" (Saldana, 2005) , where as in this particular 279 case, professional actors narrate the actual experiences and perspectives of 280 refugees in German on stage based on actual testimonies told to the in281 terviewers who record their voices. However, the interviews were trans282 lated into German for the German-speaking audience. For the non-German283 speaking audience, subtitles were provided in English, French, and Turkish. 284 There is minimum use of aesthetics within the entire performance. The light285 ing is mellow; the three German actors are dressed simply in jeans and 286 shirts, stand and relate the testimonies of the refugees in an even voice with287 out much dramatization. The actors take turns in relating different aspect of 288 the refugees' narrative-the abstract, problematic events, and resolution. The 289 music performed tended to vary, but it included pieces such as Billy Holiday's 290 "Strange Fruit," a protest song sung in Arabic during the Arab Spring protests, 291 and some pieces of cello music. Thus, the music, interspersed within the nar292 rations, served as an interlude during which the audience could reflect on 293 the testimonies and served to further create the ambience for activist theater. 294 In this regard, Die Asyl-Dialoge could be regarded in Saldana's terms as an 295 "ethno-drama," which by collaborating with refugees and refugee activists 296 helps expose oppression and challenge the existing social order (Saldana, 297 2005 (Saldana, 297 , 2011 . 298 Following the actual performance by three professional actors, there 299 were various forms of discussion sessions with the audience, where the au300 dience received the opportunity to interact with refugee supporters, human301 rights lawyers, the refugees themselves, and human-rights groups such as 302 Amnesty International. Over the past 3 years, Die Asyl-Monologe had been 303 performed in several cities in Germany in various spaces such as schools, uni304 versities, churches, and cafes. Although there has been much representation 305 and selfrepresentation of refugees in the arts in forms such as music, liter306 ature, and painting, with the goal of shifting discourses and representations 307 about immigrants, this performance was unique because of its collaboration Q19 308 with refugee activists and its three and a half long duration, that it can be 309 understood to be very much contained within the broader politics of refugee 310 activism within Germany. Thus, the refugee activists who form part of this 311 political documentary theater piece can be understood as political agents, 312 and the actors, the directors, and an intern can be understood to work in 313 collaboration with the refugee activists in transposing refugee politics and in 314 shifting the everyday understandings of refugees. For example, in 2014, in 315 Manchester, UK, a group of refugee women published a collection of testi-316 monies about their experiences and produced a theater piece entitled How Q20 317 I Became an Asylum Seeker. But these art forms could not be understood to 318 be embedded within a particular refugee movement or activism in the same 319 manner since the duration of these projects was limited and not on going as 320 in the case of Die AsylMonologe. 321 The political and performative agency of the refugee activist needs to 322 be underscored, since they accept invitations to be on stage and to interact 323 with the audience. For example, when the theater performed an excerpt of 324 their piece at Oranienplatz as part of the "Roses for Refugees" daily cultural 325 events, one of the key activists of this protest campsite made a speech out326 lining the conditions of the asylum policy and their campaigns to challenge 327 these conditions on the local level. The refugees did not perceive them328 selves as working in isolation but rather in conjunction with differing cultural 329 groups. These collaborations on the part of the refugee activism and theater 330 company could be understood through theoretical paradigms within classic 331 social movement theory such as insurgent consciousness and resource mo-332 bilization (e.g., Jenkins, 1983; McCarthy & Zaid, 1977; Tilly, 1978) . However,
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333 seldom have these concepts been included in discussions within the context 334 of refugee activism. In this sense, the collaboration between refugee activists 335 and the theater can arguably be understood to adopt a radical turn. One 336 refugee activist explained to me that rather than negotiating with politicians 337 and exclusively relying on demonstrations to get their demands heard, they 338 considered it part of their strategy to form alliances with cultural workers 339 424 Thus, these narratives demonstrate that refugee activism can be com425 prehended through performative acts, since these acts actually disrupt the 426 public sphere such that the logic of the binaries of exclusion/inclusion, which 427 the nation-states impose upon immigrants and refugees, are contested (e.g., 428 Nyers, 2006; Tyler, 2013 482 other towns. We were the only family who didn't want to do it. And in 483 the morning the police came and gave us three hours to pack our stuff. 484 I was in the refugee home and I felt I could not live there. I asked for 485 some numbers of human rights organizations and I got the number of 486 this refugee council. We meet at demonstrations and press conferences 487 with the Green Party. So the foreign office found out about it. They sued 488 us for that. The police also came to our house and took our stuff. Took 489 our phones and laptop. In this laptop they found a picture of me in 490 Berlin without having a permit to come here. So they sued because I 491 didn't follow the rules. But they didn't get anything from that suing. But 492 then my parents came to the federal foreign office and they were very 493 aggressive there. But we still kept on fighting. 494 In this account, Nurjana presents herself not only as a refugee in Ger495 many but as an activist involved in working for the rights of refugees, such 496 as the rights of young refugees. Subsequently, she speaks of her own expe497 riences; but rather than presenting herself as a victim of circumstances, she 498 speaks of the ways in which she continued to claim her rights. In so do499 ing, her very own presentation of self, following the performance, does not 500 only serve to reinforce the earlier accounts of refugees in Germany but also 501 serves to create a juncture at which "performance art and politics become 502 intertwined and the boundaries between them become disrupted" (Isin & 503 Nielsen, 2008). Moreover, the issues she speaks about take on a collective 504 meaning because these matters are not only pertinent to Nurjana, but rather 505 they affect asylum seekers in general. In this way her voice is that of an 506 activist. On stage, Nurjana was also accompanied by a human rights lawyer 507 as well as the director of the performance who engaged in a question-and508 answer dialogue with her in conjunction with the audience. But her voice, 509 similar to the voices of the refugees, during the performance remained fore510 grounded. It was not subsumed by the human rights lawyer's voice or the 511 director's voice but rather there occurred a dialogue between them as the 512 director and members of the audience asked her several questions. In this 513 way, while the state delegitimizes and disqualifies the testimonies of the 514 refugees, Nurjana's actual presence in the public can be understood as acts 515 of contestation that defy these characterizations. In sum, Nurjana's presence 516 and similarly the presence of different refugee activists in the public can 517 be best understood as a form of sustained political movement that differs 518 from the expressions of refugees in hunger strikes, demonstrations, and 519 rallies, (e.g., Puggoni, 2014; Tyler, 2013). However, her performative ac520 tions create ruptures in the conditions of asylum seekers and refugees in 521 Germany. Although the German asylum law of Residenzpflicht was instru522 mental in injuring Nurjana and her family's sense of well-being, she refused 523 to be paralyzed by it and countered the "offensive call," producing sev524 eral responses and actions There were a lot of people and a lot of police. I was in the 550 middle of a lot of people in Berlin. People were chanting, "We are here. 551 We will fight. Freedom of movement is everybody's right." I then got 552 involved in organizing the march from Strasburg to Brussels. I have been 553 in all these countries organizing demonstration, Greece, Belgium, Italy, 554 France, Denmark. I am in the logistic group here. And I said, 'Okay, I 555 will now organize a march here.' The idea of the march is to start around 556 20th of May around the European elections. And to continue marching 557 for 29 days. Some of the interior ministers of the EU will meet in Brussels 558 around that time. We will speak of freedom of movement for refugees, 559 recognition of refugee rights, and to stop criminalising refugees and to 560 speak of laws of in countries that kills us which forces refugees to go to 561 other countries. The idea of the march came by connecting with people 562 in different countries in Europe. We meet at Kotti Cafe every Sunday´ 563 afternoon and you can get more information. We are expecting about 564 300 to 500 people to participate in the march. 565 Castles (2003) contends that at one stage the task of sociology of 566 forced migration was concerned with the study of people forced to flee 567 from one society to become part of another. He argues that globalization 568 and transnationalism make this conceptualization anachronistic, since the 569 boundaries of national societies are becoming increasingly blurred. In this 570 regard, Asem's onstage performative campaigning of a forthcoming Euro571 pean political march demonstrates his connections to differing European 572 nation-states as well as his continued concerns with the situation in the 573 global South. Thus, the refugee's identity in the host nation needs to be 574 understood as being consequential to local and global asylum politics. Fur575 thermore, it becomes important to acknowledge that refugees do not accept 576 their position in their host nation in passive ways but rather they engage 577 in "counterspeech." As Butler notes: The interval between instances of ut578 terances not only makes the repetition and resignification of the utterance 579 possible, but shows how words might through time, become disjoined from 580 their power to injure and recontextualized in more affirmative modes (1997, 581 p. 15). 582 Additionally, Asem's onstage appearance with Ruf, with Asad an actor, 583 and a human rights lawyer constituted a collaborative frame for the Ger584 man audience who through raising questions became part of this frame. 585 Furthermore, this collaborative framework reinforced not only the notion 586 of authentic theater but additionally helped create an arena for "doing" 587 political activism. In this sense, the activist identity of the refugee is re588 vealed in the public sphere in a manner that the collective nature of 589 demonstrations would not necessarily allow. This does not necessarily un590 dermine the collective power of refugee activism, but rather for refugees 591 whose identities are subject to constant denouncements, these performa592 tive aspects of activism help them acquire an even more visible agentive 593 personhood. The German state immobilizes refugees physically by hous594 ing them in Lagers, in remote towns, and become instrumental in im595 printing demonized images on the minds of German consciousness, but 596 refugee activists discover ways to continually resist these fixed ways of 597 being. 598 Whereas Asem's collaboration with the theater allowed him to campaign 599 for a forthcoming march, in other instances refugees' engagements with the 600 theater allowed them to tell their narratives of their past experiences. Jeffers 601 (2014) has noted that the telling of testimonies for refugees and asylum seek602 ers in the context of theater becomes consequential since in many instances 603 they desire an audience who is willing to listen to them because in so many 604 situations their voices become silenced. When I met Maqbool, a refugee 605 from Afghanistan from an organization called Welcome2Europe, outside the 606 theater, he briefly introduced himself to me and mentioned to me that he 607 had spent some time in Pakistan where he had learned to speak Urdu and 608 play cricket. He also told me that his mother was still in Peshawar, Pakistan. 609 On stage, he related a rather lengthy and detailed story about his arduous 610 journey from Pakistan to Germany:
611 Maqbool: Yeah, it all began with the NATO occupation in Afghanistan. 612 My family was not feeling safe so we decided to leave and somehow 613 we were pushed by foreign troops to leave the country. So we went to 614 Pakistan. As everyone knows that Pakistan is not safe. Kind of like the 615 same situation like Afghanistan. My mother also thought that I should 616 leave the country and obviously she thought that I wasn't safe in the 617 country. I also said, "okay" then I will leave the country. I came from 618 Pakistan to Iran and then to Turkey. Quite difficult to cross the bor619 ders, and not to have the legal papers. Sometimes 48 hours without 620 food and water. Being afraid of being shot in the borders or being sent 621 back to the back to the borders. Anyway, after months I made it to 622 Istanbul ... 623 In this manner, Maqbool continued to tell his story of his difficult journey 624 to Germany. Maqbool's articulation of past experience can be understood 625 as him forming and maintaining some link with his country of origin. Fur626 thermore, Maqbool's narrative clearly demonstrates how his migration was a 627 direct consequence of stratified NorthSouth relations such as the NATO war. 628 Thus the very notion of the refugee movement to an "autonomous national 629 society" becomes destabilized: the migration process needs to be understood 630 in terms of North-South relations (Castles, 2003) . In his interaction with the 631 audience, Maqbool articulated that refugees even without formal citizenship 632 can contest state borders at differing levels. However, it is this very exercise 633 that enabled Maqbool to break away from the discourse of a "victim," to a 634 survivor, to a "supporter" since he speaks of helping other refugees. Butler 635 (2009) notes referring to Hannah Arendt that when stateless people engage 636 in certain actions in the public, "the right to have rights" becomes a perfor637 mative exercise and that freedom comes into being through its exercise. In 638 this regard, when refugees perform their testimonies to the audience, their 639 rights to have the rights to address a German audience in the public sphere 640 becomes an emancipatory act. 641 The collaborations, connections, and intimacies between the theater 642 team, members of the audience, researchers, and the refugee activists could 643 be understood to adopt varying dimensions. On one level, the collaborative 644 framework could be understood in formal terms, where a refugee enters 645 into an agreement with the theater to participate in the public sphere; but 646 on another level, the alliances occur on a platform whereupon refugee and 647 members of the audience as well as in some instances members of the the648 ater team may interact on more informal terms. However, it is important 649 to recognize that the theater team did not simply "host" the refugees since 650 they themselves appeared to fully comprehend the momentum of refugee 651 politics. Because the team aligned very closely to the local refugee activism, 652 the collaborations that occur between the theater's core team could not be 653 simply understood in terms of Derrida's (2000) notion of "hospitality"-laden 654 with conditions. Derrida asks, "Must we ask the foreigners to understand us, 655 to speak our language, in all the senses of this term, in all its possible ex656 clusions, and so as to be able to welcome him into our country?" (p. 15). 657 In fact, these onstage and off-stage collaborations subverted the notion of 658 conditional "hospitality," which the German state demonstrates toward asy659 lum seekers-since on stage the refugees expressed their viewpoints freely 660 and in their language of choice with the audience, with cultural workers, 661 687 The police do not control German people. They don't control white 688 people. They come straight to foreigners. Because we are the criminals. 689 Because if you go to Africa you see a lot of Europeans. We give them 690 respect. I don't understand why they don't respect us. I don't know 691 why. I'm not anti-Europe. In Africa we welcome. We welcome. But they 692 control us here. I say that all police are racist here. 693 At this point, a White German man from the audience questioned him about 694 whether the police controlled him because he didn't have any legal right to 695 be in Germany or if it because he was a foreigner. He responded to this 696 question by stating that they don't bother citizens. He commented, "Straight 697 foreigner. It's not about citizens. Only foreigners." 698 In this way, the discussion about racial profiling, which included target699 ing foreigners, asylum seekers, immigrants, and individuals of colour, and 700 about restricted spaces within Lagers for refugees continued on stage. At 701 this juncture, the moderator observed out loud, "Normally the questions are 702 addressed from the audience to the podium, but tonight since the questions 703 are being addressed from the podium to the audience, the audience should 704 get a chance to respond to them." This particular comment by the moderator 705 further signified the shift in power relations between the refugee and the 706 German audience and the theater space. Butler contends that acts of trans707 gressions not only occur within speech acts, but rather that these acts break 708 from their social norms (1997). The improvised turn during the discussion 709 sessions arguably invoked a crisis in the established frame of the meaning 710 of a refugee. Furthermore, the refugees in this particular instance did not 711 follow the traditional format, since refugees who were members of the audi712 ence got on the stage. Consequently, their presence on stage allowed them 713 to control the direction of the discussion, ask questions to the German au714 dience, express their experiences of polarization within the German state, 715 make comparisons between the experience of "foreigners" in Africa and Eu716 rope and ultimately demonstrate their political agency during the discussion 717 session, leaving Ruf with the challenge of how best to direct the flow of 718 interaction. 719 Thus, the refugees were in a position to claim their space and to mo720 mentarily cast off their stigmatized and static positions as "foreigners without 721 formal status," as "asylum seekers," as "racialized Africans" on that particu722 lar evening in the university's auditorium in the department of social work 723 and elsewhere, as they challenged the German audience and continued 724 with their discussions for well over an hour. But the refugees did not voice 725 their perspectives in isolation. Interspersed within their accounts of police 726 control were discussion of topics such as the issue of translations of forms 727 in German, miscommunication amongst refugees, and overcrowded Lagers. 728 However, the topic of racism, and thereby the performativity of refugees as 729 activists, remained foregrounded since the refugees present in the audito730 rium and on the stage found it difficult to leave this issue, since it seemingly 731 affected their lives. In this sense, the refugees' voices conveyed performative 732 agency, because not only did they contest racism but they also challenged 733 the bureaucracy of theater since they defied the traditional format where the 734 moderator/director had the ultimate power to govern the onstage conversa-735 tions.
736
It is important to understand the specificities of the different problems 737 and issues that the refugees experience depending on the towns they resided 738 within. For example, in a town such as Magdeburg, which was bigger and 739 more liberal with a university with more international students, the two 740 French-speaking refugees from Niger and Burkina Faso, who had been living 741 in the area for several years in the local Lagers, did not bring forth the issue 742 of racism but rather spoke about issues such as isolation, language barriers, 743 the lack of adequate medical resources, and ultimately the challenge of filling 744 in time in the absence of a work permit: F. Bhimji 787 ago, and their narratives invoked past memories of three refugees. However, 788 the refugees speak of current and topical issues. In this regard, the narra789 tives of the refugees help achieve political continuities between historical 790 accounts and current accounts. Kleist (2013) implies that memories can be 791 politically contested, "Both for their interpretation of the past and their con792 sequences in the present" (p. 669). For the German audience, the theater is 793 transposed from a space where they hear a narration of performed political 794 memories of refugees to a site of contestation, where they witness certain 795 actions in the present and where the refugees themselves are proactive in 796 staging their own circumstance and future course of action toward change. 797 In this way the refugees further help establish authenticity for the German 798 audience.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS 800 The sociology of forced migration and asylum have been concerned about 801 the causes, the formation of identities, and more recently the political activism 802 of asylum seekers, refugees, and immigrants. Castels argues that since the 803 1990s there has been "a politicisation of migration and asylum, marked by 804 heated public debates and competition between the parties to be toughest Q28 805 on 'illegals."' This article demonstrated refugees' aim to socially transform 806 and contest such debates and discourses. The refugees arguably perform 807 their political agency on stage as they speak of their various struggles and 808 campaigns to counter the injustices they are faced with. 809 While scholars recognize refugees and immigrants as political subjects 810 and political actors in the context of rallies, protest camps, and demonstra811 tions, the idea of refugee activists as creating disturbances and articulating 812 their own positions is less discussed in the context of performance art. In 813 considering refugees as political and cultural activists, actors, and cultural 814 workers and as supportive interventionists within the realm of theater allows 815 considerations of differing forms of political expression and solidarity and 816 of advocacy work in the public sphere. The refugee activists, the actors, by 817 virtue of performing in differing spaces, of using differing formats, of invit818 ing and being invited by refugee activists, and of contesting state power in 819 the testimonies, invoke a paradox in which the performances translate into 820 political action and art simultaneously. 821 Performance art not only becomes part of a larger political movement 822 for refugees' rights, but the refugees' voices together with the actors' voices 823 become intrinsically a collaborative political movement, wherein the voices 824 of refugee activists manifest political expressions and the voices of the theater 825 team express solidarity within the wider refugee movement. This form of 826 collaboration became even more visible when actual refugees came and 827 spoke to the audience in the second part of the event. 828 Refugees, through their willingness to collaborate with this theater 829 team-who performed and conveyed their narratives of suffering, hope, 830 resilience, and everyday living-ultimately come to reposition themselves 831 through their speech acts and performative acts. O'Neill (2008) notes that 832 through this collaborative process with cultural workers, refugees and asy833 lum seekers find the ways and means of representing their stories. Thus, 834 in this manner, the refugees destabilized the categories of "refugees" and 835 "asylum seekers" while they presented themselves as activists, as human be836 ings, and ultimately as survivors of Germany's and Europe's difficult asylum 837 policies. 838 In this regard, it becomes significant to consider the notion of performa839 tivity in the context of theater within the spectrum of refugee activism. While 840 scholars who have attended to everyday modes of resistance and collective 841 political acts of refugees and immigrant activists speak of belonging, citizen842 ship, and the freedom of exercising rights, less has been discussed regarding 843 how alternative spaces such as the theater may lend itself to similar ways of 844 being for stateless people. Furthermore, it is in the context of theater that the 845 performative aspects gain prominence in ways that protests and activism in 846 camps may not allow. Within the space of theater, the refugee can elect to 847 "talk back," "embody," "parody," or simply "retell" their experiences. It is in 848 the very "doing" of these actions that the refugee is able to contest assumed 849 representations and become an activist figure. In this regard, refugee political 850 activism needs to be understood in terms of "doing activism," as the figure 851 of a refugee activist is performatively constituted for the audience. Thus, the 852 refugee is able to subvert and counter certain assumptions about being a 853 refugee in the global North.
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